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On October 2nd and 3rd, Kairos  Communication
Service International celebrated its 36th
anniversary with a two-day Thanksgiving
Fundraising Banquet. Nearly 200 pastors,
volunteers, and guests who care about Kairos'
ministry attended the event, which took place at
the Kairos premises in both Mandarin and
Cantonese sessions. Despite venue and capacity
limitations and the need for mask-wearing, the
opportunity to gather and exchange
conversations, while listening to the growth of
Kairos over the past year, was particularly
exciting.

Several first-time visitors to Kairos were
delighted to tour the studio and capture
memorable photos, experiencing the feeling of
being an online broadcaster. The successful
completion of the banquet truly embodied the
words of Rev. David Chao, the Honorary
Chairman of Kairos, who said, "Do God's work in
God's timing." Alongside expressing gratitude to
everyone's participation and the dedicated
preparations by the staff and directors, the most
important thing is to give glory to God.

The new version of the Kairos Institute
website, www.kairos-elearn.org, is nearing
completion. The website is undergoing
updates and will include a new section
called "Faith and Practice" with audio and
video lectures to meet the needs of pastors
and ministers in frontline service. We are
also delighted to announce that a brand
new section called "New Testament
Commentary" will be available, providing
easy access to Bible commentaries. We
extend our gratitude to Enduring Word for
generously granting us the rights to use
their commentary. We are currently in the
process of updating the program, and we
request your prayers so that we can open
the new version of the Kairos Institute
website for use by the end of this year.
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Kairos' latest production, the "Major
Prophets Combined Bible Study Series,"
encompasses the books of Isaiah, Ezekiel,
Jeremiah, Lamentations, and Daniel. This
comprehensive series includes audio books,
e-text materials, video presentations, as
well as Dr. Shao Chenguang's instructional
lectures on an overview of the Major
Prophets. With its portability and
convenience, this series serves as an
excellent companion for Bible study.
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